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Abstract 
The article introduces the Ruqaat-e-Qateel, a compilation of letters written by an eminent Persian 

scholar, Mirza Muhammad Hasan Qateel to his student, Khwaja Imami. The letters were written in the 

early years of the nineteenth century when Qateel resided in Lucknow while Imami was travelling to 

various parts of Awadh, in search of employment. The letters throw light on various facets of master-

student relationship apart from philosophizing on the purpose of education, itself. What is known in the 

current historiography of education in pre-colonial India relates mostly to ‘rote-learning’ practiced in 

madarsas and maqtabs or households under the supervision of private tutors in the early years of a 

child’s life. The letters in discussion, however, demarcate a move away from such curriculum-based 

rote learning and focus on an adult’s pursuit of knowledge and wisdom. They also show the teacher’s 

role as a moral preceptor, a guide as well as a comrade-in-arms. 
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Introduction 

Ruqa’at-e-Qateel gives us an insight into the praxis of ‘research’ amongst Persianate 

intelligentsia and the importance attached to verification, corroboration and authenticity. 

Enunciating the role of educator, the Ruqa’at-e-Qateel further engages with the question of 

grooming, mentoring and the dynamics of turning the student into a gentleman. Despite 

being away from each other constantly, the letters illustrate ways in which Qateel and Imami 

engages with each other to find meaningful solutions in the evolving world of new 

materiality and sociality in the 19th century. More than anything, the letters illustrate a 

camaraderie between an adult student and his teacher that touched various aspects of their 

life. Thus, this paper examines the transcending terrain of teaching-learning process and 

epistemological practices in the 19th century which were also being constantly reconfigured 

in order to survive the advent of British colonialism. 

 

Article 

The advent of Mughals to Hindustan provided great impetus to public education in India. 

The Mughal emperors were all literate men and attracted eminent scholars to their court as 

well. While there existed no specialized department for the purpose of dissemination of 

education, but emperors and nobility did take great personal interest in spread of education. 

It is well-known that Humayun established libraries, Akbar revised the curriculam taught in 

madarssas, with a view to impart scientific and practical learning, which continued mostly 

unchanged till the decline of the Empire itself [1]. The basic organization of education in 

Mughal India was such that while maktabs provided elementary education, independent 

seminaries or madarsas attached to mosques or khanqahs provided a higher level of 

education [2]. Alongside, the ancient Hindu education system of Pathshalas also continued 

and Hindu centre of learning such as Banaras and Nadia also flourished but under the 

benevolent care of patrons such as emperor Akbar, madarsas and maktabs provided 

education to all without regard for religion and functioned to serve the cause of Hindu-

Muslim unity [3]. Rich families also appointed private tutors to train their children [4]. There 

were also towns such as Gopamau and Khairabad in Awadh, Jaunpur in Agra which attained 

great repute as important seats of learning and attracted students from all over India and were 

associated with renowned specialists [5]. However, in the late-eighteenth century, education  
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received certain setbacks as scholars lamented that scholarly 

networks have suffered a decline. While earlier students 

from Bengal used to come to Lucknow for gaining 

education and through them the Madarsa also received sums 

for its upkeep [6]. Previously, on the bank of Gomti, Mughal 

government had made arrangements for monthly stipends of 

around seven hundred students to live and be educated. 

Military headmen also used to provide one or two villages 

to scholars for their upkeep and they in turn used to provide 

for their students’ needs. No longer are there such noblemen 

or such scholars. Students are now anxious and lost for their 

daily requirements. Those who know Persian find jobs in 

Hindu households and teach their kids and while others who 

know Arabic are lucky if they happen to find a Muslim 

interested in gaining knowledge. Students teach kids of 

barbers, masseuse and washer-men, so they may at least get 

their hair cut and most students now wash their own clothes 
[7]. It was also the period during which some institutions 

patterned on European colleges came to be established by 

the English and much controversy raged amongst the 

Orientalists and Anglicist regarding the appropriate form of 

education in India [8]. However, Awadh wasn’t at the 

epicenter of such debates and here, traditional form of 

dissemination of knowledge continued. In this study, we 

move away from institution based-learning to look at inter-

personal relations of master-pupil in the early years of the 

nineteenth century, when only vestiges of the glorious 

Persianate era remained. For this purpose, we look at a set 

of letters, written by a master, Mirza Qateel to his student 

Khwaja Imami. 

Diwani Singh, as Qateel was named at the time of his birth, 

belonged to the Bhandari-Khatri lineage and was born in a 

distinguished family of scribes. His maternal grandfather, 

Siyalkoti Mal ‘Warasta’ had been a prominent scholar, who 

had compiled a Persian lexicon Mustalahat al-Shuara [9]. It 

is clear that his family was rich and valued education 

enough to employ a private Iranian tutor, Mirza Muhammad 

Baqir Shaheed Kirmani/Ishfahani, an immigrant from 

Nishapur, for providing Qateel the education he needed to 

further his family’s scribal lineage. It was under the 

influence of his tutor, a 12 Imami Shia that Qateel himself 

converted to Shiism [10]. Such devotion to the teacher was 

not unique to Qateel, but was rather typical of the Persian 

literary tradition. It is exemplified also in the case of Uday 

Bhan, brother of the much celebrated munshi Chandar Bhan 

Brahaman, who turned to alcoholism after the death of his 

teacher, Aqil Khan [11]. As his teacher was Shaheed, the 

martyr, Mirza Muhammad Hussain became Qateel, the 

slain; a literary trope typical of the traditions [12]. One of the 

most important tradition of India’s pre-modern society that 

comes alive in Qateel’s letters is that of master-pupil. 

Khwaja Imami was a native of Lucknow and was son of a 

treasury in-charge, Mir Yusuf Ali Khan. His grand-father is 

referred to as Qazi Saheb, indicating that he may have 

served in some judicial capacity and that the family had a 

lineage of professional-literate men. 

Ruqaat-e-Qateel, was compiled by Khwaja Imami. Aware 

of his teacher’s stature, Khwaja Imami, decided to publish 

the letters that Qateel had written to him during his long 

tenure as his teacher and which Imami says he had 

preserved as they were Quranic verses. This collection of 

letters was originally compiled in AH.1232/AD 1817, under 

the title “Ma’den-ul-Fawaid”, meaning “Mine of Benefits”. 

The purpose of the compilation was for the benefit of 

students of Persian language as the letters related to 

extensive vocabulary and grammar as well as explained 

ways to avoid mistakes and proper usage of proverbs and 

terminologies, which helped half learnt men attain 

betterment. Along with it, these letters portray conditions of 

those times and preserve orders of nobles, their requests, 

questions and answers for such. Detailed letters, were about 

the mannerism observed in courts, to make place in hearts of 

the nobles, about finding employment and ways to observe 

civility and about other strange affairs [13].  

While Qateel hadn’t taken care of Imami’s education since 

childhood, but at the time the letters were written, Khawaja 

Imami was still young and only beginning his career, 

looking for post such as that of tesildar in the administration 

or that of a peshkaar in Awadh official’s establishment [14]. 

The letters hint at an anxiety on both Imami’s and Qateel’s 

part for the young man to land a job suitable to his family’s 

prestige. However, despite that Qateel was travelling and 

Khwaja Imami was away looking for a job, the training for 

prose and poetic compositions continued, not just in Persian 

but Arabic and Turkish as well. Each word or proverb used 

was scrutinized and discussed in letters, nothing was 

skipped over. News of upcoming poetic gatherings was also 

passed and new compositions shared and preserved, too. 

Qateel didn’t just train Khwaja Imami in literary arts but 

other members of Khwaja’s family as well, including his 

uncle and father [15]. Qateel was intimately known to 

Imami’s household and regularly discussed health of 

relatives and their progress in education as well as other 

milestones of their lives as well. Letters from Imami’s father 

and Qateel were sent together in the same envelope, 

indicating that Qateel was a regular visitor to the Imami 

household. Qateel, then, becomes more than just a tutor. He 

becomes a cornerstone of the Imami’s household who had 

much interest in the welfare and prosperity of the household 

and it was because of such interests that Qateel did not miss 

a chance of glorifying Imami’s lineage and instructed him to 

act in the manner suited to such lineage. Qateel repeatedly 

instructed Imami on what expectations he should set and 

how he should conduct himself in front of superiors; who 

was their well-wisher of his household and would help in 

choice of employment. Qateel was a guide and a moral 

preceptor, as well.  

These letters shed much light on aspects of tutoring in a 

time when educational institutions and scholars had received 

a certain set back [16]. Despite Qateel himself traveling, he 

translated letters for Imami and made correction of his drafts 
[17]. While many poets and scholars of the period took pride 

in ‘sabk e Hindi’, i.e., Persian and its usage as it evolved in 

India, Qateel insisted that the Persian be written in the 

manner similar to those of native speakers [18]. There was 

further insistence that whenever a new style of expression is 

used, a well-established authority must be referred to, to 

establish its correctness, much in the manner of today’s 

research scholars [19]! Qateel also repeatedly refers to two 

books: Sarah-I Qamoos, for Arabic grammar and Burhan e 

Qaate for Persian [20]. On the art of writing letters itself, 

Qateel advices Imami, “to write ornate and colorfully, 

intelligence and thoughts should be collected and make a 

plain paper envy of China’s colorful craft. The swimmers of 

stream of this art go from one end to another, they should 

also be surprised (Be taḥrīr-i i’bārāt-i rangīn musajjā safīd 

āb-i roshanī ẕakā rā bil’ulā khūn-i jigar ke murād az fikr 

ast, yak ja numūdeh kāghaẕ-i sādeh rā rashk-i varaq-i 
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muraqqae chin sāzand vā shināvarān-i daryāye īn ṣanā’at 

rā ke bī madad-i kashtī vā mallāḥ azīn sar ta ān sar rafte 

and bevarṭa-i ḥairat darārand) [21].” 

The purpose of education is also spelt out by Qateel when 

he says that it is not merely for the sake of wealth but for 

self-improvement. He writes, “The world believes that to 

gain knowledge and expertise is for wealth’s sake, while 

knowledgeable men think that’s not true because they 

believe it is for the sake of achieving perfection and to 

improvise self (Jāhān rā gumān īn ast ke tehsil-i ilm-o-

kamāl barāye baham-rasānīdan-i mablagh-i khatīr ast. Vā 

nazd-i oqalā īn ma’nī az sar ghalaṭ zīrā ke az kasb-i faẓāel 

takmīl-i ẕāt vā refa’t-i nafs markūz-i khātir-i arbāb-i baṣīrat 

mī bāshad) [22].” This view marks a different approach taken 

by Qateel from our modern understanding of how education 

had become a mean of social mobility in pre-modern India 

but nevertheless, employment remained a primary concern. 

In this regard, Qateel also hoped to utilize his own network, 

from Calcutta to London, for the benefit of his pupil [23].  

Even then, the relation between Qateel and Imami was not 

simply that of a superior training and instructing a younger 

pupil. The letters exhibit a bond of camaraderie between the 

master and pupil, reminiscent of Guy de Maupassant’s 

French short stories of more than half a decade later. Qateel 

was eager to wait upon his student and attend tawaifs’ 

gathering together. Qateel also advised his pupil Khwaja 

Imami on matters of marriage, he writes, “Apparently, 

marriage is a good thing but it is to willingly put oneself in 

trouble. When your hearts doesn’t want it, it is futile for me 

to insist. There is a popular phrase that is what you don’t 

like for yourself, you mustn’t choose for others as well. In 

reality, to tie the sehra on one’s head and to humiliate 

oneself twice is not amazing (Agarche behasb-i ẓāhir 

khānedārī chīz-i khūbīst, lekin dar asl khud rā dānisteh dar 

balā andākhtan ast. Har gāh ke tab’e shumā namī khāhad, 

marā dar īn amr isrār che zarūr. Mathal mash’hūr ast 

ānche bekhūd mapasandī bar dīgarān mapasand. Filvāqe’ 

sehre be sar bastan va dobare khūd rā rusvā kardan hīch 

lutf nadārad)”. 

While, in the manner of Chandarbhan, Qateel does not 

theorize on what constitutes a good royal official but doles 

out much practical advice. On various occasions he advised 

Imami in ways he should conduct himself with his superiors 

or other notables. He also seemed pre-occupied with matters 

of lineage and advised Imami to act in accordance with his 

family’s prestige. Emphasizing the virtues of humility and 

encouraging Imami to be courteous to his superiors, he 

write: “My lucky charm, know that a tawaif sits close to the 

King and the minister stands but what is truly the 

importance of her charms as compared to the minister? 

(Iqbālnishān-i man bedānīd ke yak balā-i zan-i qaḥbe pīsh-i 

pādshāh mī nashīnad vā wazīr-i āẓam istādeh mī mānad 

lekin balā pīsh-i wazīr che ḥaqīqat dārad) [24].” Qateel also 

advices Imami to remain patient in matters of employment 

and writes, “On the first day, to express the desire for 

promotion is like a child’s play that children of elite men sit 

at the bank of doab consider themselves the king and fix 

high salaries for the servants that is equal to the income of 

many rich men (Rūz-i avval khayāl-i taraqqī numāyān 

dāshtan hamān bāzīchā-i ṭiflāneh ast ke ba’ẓ umdazādehā 

dar kinār-i doāb’hā nishaste khud rā āmīr-i āzamushān 

qarār mī dahand vā barā-i kanīz vā dāyeh, qābileh vā 

ghulām mushāharehā-i umdeh ke lāyeq-i umarā-i ezām 

bāshad, tajvīz mī numāyand)” [25]. In another letter he 

writes, “these worldly affair do not depend on our wishes 

and happen accidently. Only God knows what will happen 

so, what is the point of worrying about it. Wise men should 

not do anything so that they be blamed and cause 

unhappiness. Whatever happens by itself can’t be blamed 

upon the man (Chūn muqaddamāt-i dunyā muta’lliq-i irādā-

i basharī nīst, ittefāqī ast. Khuda dānad che shavad az avval 

khud rā ḥavale be fikr kardan che zarūr, dānā rā bāyad ke 

az khud kāri nakunad ke matū’n vā maloūn shavad vā 

harche khud bakhud ṣūrat zuhūr dahad, īn kas dar ān 

ma’ẕūr ast) [26].”  

 Qateel also encourages Imami to keep in touch with other 

high-placed notables around him, he repeatedly mentions 

that Agha Sahiban, a pupil and an official of some note, 

sends his greetings and urges Imami to write back to him 

praising him and mentioning his titles [27]. Qateel urges 

Imami to write to Nahar Singh, another pupil of him, and 

ask about his well-being as he had fallen on bad days [28]. At 

another place, when Imami seems to be taking up a new job 

Qateel advices him to meet Mirza Abul Hasan Khan, an old 

acquaintance and be grateful [29]. Perhaps, it was a conscious 

effort on part of Qateel to cultivate a network of familiarity 

and personal relations amongst his students and notables, 

who would also play an important role in preserving his 

own legacy as well as form a network for the purpose of 

mutual benefit and Qateel seems to have succeeded in his 

efforts. Imami must also have been a scholar/poet of some 

repute for he seem to have cultivated his own network of 

pupils as well as authored a book titled, Qissa [30].  

Some inferences that can be drawn be these letters are that 

the role of educator remained important in the pupil’s life 

till late. It also did not remain limited to matters of 

instruction but the educator was also a friend, philosopher 

and guide. Also, the role of educator didn’t relate to the 

person of pupil only but in elite households, extended to 

other members of the household as well and their interests 

seem to have been tied together. The interests of various 

pupils of the same master were tied together as well and 

there was much emphasis put in forming networks of pupil. 

Such master-pupil relations were highly sophisticated and 

formed the cornerstone of scholarly networks in Hindustan.  
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